Abstract -We are able to d e f i n e m i n i i n u m w e i g h t c o d e w o r d s of some alternant codes i n terms of solut i o n s to a l g e b r a i c e q u a t i o n s . P a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n i s given to the case of the classical Goppa codes. GrGbner bases are used to s o l v e the system of a l g e b r a i c e q u a t i o n s .
I. WORDS OF LENGTH n
We consider words of length n over G F ( q ) , n being prime to q. A primitive root a is fixed. The word c = ( C O , . . . 
" S P E C T R A L D E F I N I T I O N " O F S O M E A L T E R N A N T CODES
Let (y = (ao, . . . , a n -l ) E GF(q')" be distinct elements in GF(q'), and let 2 = ( U O , . . . , ~~-1 ) be nonzero elements in GF(q'). The generalized Reed Solomon code, GRSI, (CY, z) , is the code whose codewords are ( v o F ( a o ) , . . . , v n -l F ( a , -l ) ) ,
The alternant code d k ( g , g ) is the GF(q)-subfield subcode of GRSk (g,v) . Let cy = ( ( Y O , . . . , a n -l ) E G F ( y ' ) " be distinct elements in GF(y'), and let 2 = ( u o , . . . , vn--l) be nonzero elements in G F ( q ' ) . T h e generalized Reed Solomon code, G R S k ( g , v ) , is the code whose codewords are (~o F ( a o ) , . . . , ~~--1 F ( a~--l ) ) ,
We consider a partial class of alternant codes, the alternant codes r ( L , G) where L = (1, a , . . . , an-'}, the set of all n-th roots of unity. We denote these codes r ( a , g ) . We get that the code spectral equations of d k ( a , z ) are
where H is the Fourier Transform of h defining the dual of the G R S k ( g ) .
111
. A SHORT GOPPA CODE Since classical Goppa codes with support L = { a ' , z = 0.. . n -1} are alternant codes, we are also able to construct spectral equations for these codes. As an example we study the Goppa code of length 32, with defining polynomial g(z) = z3 + x + 1. We index codewords c in the following way: c = ( c m , C O , . . . , cao), where the defining set of the Goppa code is L = {0,1, a,. . . , a3'}. Since our result works for a support of length n prime to 2, we first consider the sub-code c 3 1 of C which is the shortened code with respect to the coordinate cm. This code is also a Goppa code with support L31 = (1, a , , . . , cy3'} and defining polynomial g ( X ) . Thus writing the system Sc3, (711, we get equations for codewords such that coo = 0. Computing a Grobner basis of the system, we get 105 solutions. Next, we want t o study minimum weight codewords such that coo # 0. T h e parity check matrix for C is 1.
We search for words C O , . . . , c30 of weight 6, of length 31 such that G'ct = (1, 0,. . . , O) t. where G' is the parity check matrix for C31. Thus the spectral equations for these codewords are: These equations, plus the Newton's identities for the weight 6, gives equations for codewords of C of weight 7 whose support is not included in [O, 301. T h e Grobner basis gives 23 solutions, thus 128 codewords of weight 7 for the whole code C, as in the table of [a, ~3441.
